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1. Nevanlinna’s fundamental theorems.
Let w=w(z)=f(z) be a meromorphic function for zl<: co and z=

(w) be its inverse function. Let K be the Riemann sphere of diameter

1, which touches the w-plane at w=O and [a, b]=/(l+lal)(l+tb[).
A -neighbourhood U of w0 is the connected part of the Riemann

surface F of (w), which lies in [w, w0] <:: and has w0 as an inner
point or as a boundary point. Let U correspond to on the z-plane,
then If(z), w0] < in and If(z), wo]= on the boundary of . We
assume that extends to infinity. Let z0 be a point on the z-plane
and , O be the common part of and Z-Zo]r and Z-Zol=r
respectively. We put A(r, w; )=the area on K, which is covered by

w=f(z), when z varies in , S(r, w; )= A(r, w; z), where is the

area of [w, w0] on K, n(r, a, w;)=the number of zero points of
f(z)-a in , where [a, w0] <:: .

n(r, a, w" )N(r, a, w; )= dr,
ro r

1 I log 1 d,re(r, a, w; }=-- [w(re), a]

T(r, a, w;)=N(r, a, w; z)+ re(r, a, w;3),

L(r)=the total length of the curve on K, which corresponds to 0.
Then we have the following theoremD, which corresponds to Nevan-
linna’s first fundamental theorem.

(I )Theorem L T(r, a, w; 3)= T(r, w; )+0 dr

where T(r, w; ) I S(r, w; 3) dr.
ro r

We will call T(r, w; ) the characteristic function of f(z) in A and
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